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Additional Launch Points to Map Views
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To expand access to view web maps in Customer Master and MACC Mobile the “Map View” icon

was added to addi�onal loca�ons in the so�ware. In addi�on, when the Map View screen is

accessed from a network loca�on that includes Lat/Lon coordinates, the “Query Items” bu�on will

automa�cally be selected to view the loca�on details. This convenience reduces the amount of

clicks to view map details for the address.

Address Suite | Processing | Address | Address Editor: A “Map View” tab has been added to the

Address Editor Screen for network addresses. The map will zoom in and be centered on the

address coordinates. The Map View can be enlarged using the “Open Expanded Map View”

bu�on.

Plant Suite| Processing | Plant Search (Current and Previous): A “Map View” tab has been added

to the “Plant Search – Current Addresses” and “Plant Search – Previous Addresses” screens for

network addresses.
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Inquiry | Service Order |Network | Plant Node: A “Map View” bu�on has been added to the Plant

Node for each Network Tier in a Service Order. When the Map View screen is accessed from a

network loca�on that includes Lat/Lon coordinates, the blue “Query items” bu�on will

automa�cally be selected to view the loca�on details. The Map View bu�on on the plant node is

also available when looking at a network in “View” accessed from Inquiry.
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Inquiry | Service Order | Service Order Preference: A “Map View” op�on has been added to the

Account tab of the Service Order Preference screen.  Checking the box will cause the map View

node to appear in the Service Order tree view and can be unchecked if the node is not desired. 
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Inquiry | Account Overview: A “Map View” tab has been added to the Account Overview screen.

The “Map View” check box in the le� panel can be checked/unchecked to include the Map View

tab in Account Overview. The posi�on of the selected address in the “Network Address”

dropdown will be loaded in the Map View window.

Trouble Suite | Processing | Trouble Mass Outage: A “Map View” bu�on has been added to the

Trouble Ticket “Mass Outage Editor” and will be enabled when a Trouble Ticket row is selected in

the grid. When the “Map View” bu�on is clicked the grid changes to the Map View and the Map

View bu�on becomes the “Return to Grid” bu�on. The map will zoom in and be centered on the

coordinates of the selected Trouble Ticket’s address. If mul�ple Trouble Ticket’s rows are selected6



from the grid when the “Map View” bu�on is clicked the “Network Address” drop-down displays

all the selected addresses for viewing.

Service Order Suite | Service Order Maintenance | Workflow Setup: A “Map View” op�on has

been added to the Workflow Setup screen on the Account tab. Selec�ng the op�on will include a

Map View node in Workflow and appear in the Service Order tree view.
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FCC Broadband Labels
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MACC is dedicated to assis�ng our clients with FCC requirements and compliance. We have been

closely monitoring the Broadband Labels order and have taken ini�al steps to help prepare your

company to meet this requirement. As indicated in the order, all Internet Service Providers are

required to provide, at the point of sale, a label for fixed and mobile broadband services

containing informa�on regarding price, introductory rates, data allowances, and broadband

speeds. With the coming enhancements, Broadband Labels can be printed or emailed from the

Customer Master and list broadband informa�on for Internet and Wireless services.

Maintenance | Internet | Broadband | Broadband Label Template: A new maintenance screen

“Broadband Label Template” is used to create and store templates for broadband labels. Selec�ng

a row in the grid and clicking the “Label Template” bu�on opens the Broadband Label window to

view a sample of the label template.

When the Insert or Edit icons are clicked the screen will change to an editor. A “Company,”

“Customer Support,” and “Links” group box on the screen should be filled out with the applicable

informa�on which will appear on the Broadband Labels. The “Language Code” has both EN-English

and ES-Spanish op�ons.
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Maintenance | Common | USP Codes | Broadband Label tab: A “Broadband Label” tab was added

to the USP Editor screen intended for USPs that have a Network Type of Internet or Cellular. The

informa�on entered in the tab will be displayed on the Broadband labels.

Checking the “Include USP for Broadband Label” check box will display the broadband informa�on

to be included on the Broadband labels. A “Contracts” icon is provided in the “Contract” group box

for reference to assist with label assignment. The “Addi�onal One Time Fees” and “Addi�onal

Provider Monthly Fees” group boxes will allow the user to select applicable fees. The “Preview

Broadband Label” icon will provide a preview of the Broadband label to print or email.

Maintenance | Common | USP Codes | Broadband Label tab:  The new maintenance screen,

“Broadband Labels” will store current and archived broadband labels in a grid.  Providing a central

loca�on for users to view and print ac�ve and inac�ve broadband labels.  Based on USPs flagged to

“Include USP for Broadband Label” will appear in the grid.  This will provide Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) requirements to archive and access labels upon request.

The Status Filter icon is used to view “Ac�ve”, ” Archive”,and “All” broadband labels.  The Label

Preview icon will allow the user to print and/or email a copy of the Broadband Label.  One or mor

rows can be highlighted in the gird to print or email mul�ple labels, displaying each label

seperately and stacked ver�cally.  When there is more than one language template, the

“Language Code” drop-down will display each language template created for selec�on and print

in the selected language.  An “Email Selec�ons to Customer” op�on is available from the right-

click menu from the Broadband Labels grid.
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The Broadband Label: The Broadband Labels produced in Customer Master are in the format and

contain content according to the details and examples provided by the FCC. The examples of the

Broadband label in English and Spanish pull the informa�on on the label from the Broadband

Label Template and the USP informa�on. The labels can be printed or emailed from the

“Broadband Label Template” grid, the “Broadband Label” tab in the USP Editor screen, the

“Broadband Labels” grid, and through the Service Order, Sales Lead, and View.
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LiveChat/Chatbot Integration
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MACCs integra�on with LiveChat and ChatBot, partners of Harris, transform customer service and

empower customers to “help themselves” reducing the need for live support. End-users can

u�lize LiveChat (chat with a human/CSR,) or ChatBot (chat with a bot your company sets up) or

both to solve common service inquiries. These APIs eliminate wait �mes and ensure constant

support for your business. This real-�me, human and/or bot cha�ng experience is now

achievable from MACCs Web Self-Care product as well as your company website. A transcript of

all chats will be sent to Customer Master and automa�cally saved in the Client Rela�onship

Management (CRM) screen for the applicable end-user. Contact your Client Solu�ons Manager if

your company is interested in LiveChat or ChatBot.

Maintenance | Marke�ng | CRM | Contact Result Editor: An implementa�on team at MACC will

work with your company to implement and ac�vate the LiveChat and ChatBot APIs. Once

ac�vated, maintenance tables in Customer Master will need a “Chat Default.” A “Chat Default”

checkbox was added to the Contact Result Editor and Contact Result grid. Only one Contact Result

can be the Chat Default and must be flagged to ensure chat transcripts will be transferred to

Customer Master.

Maintenance | Marke�ng | CRM | Contact Subject Editor: A “Chat Default” checkbox was added

to the Contact Subject Editor and Contact Subject grid. Only one Contact Subject can be the Chat

Default and must be flagged to ensure chat transcripts will be transferred to Customer Master.
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Maintenance | Marke�ng | CRM | Contact Type Editor: A “Chat Default” checkbox was added to

the Contact Type Editor and Contact Type grid. Only one Contact Type can be the Chat Default and

must be flagged to ensure chat transcripts will be transferred to Customer Master.

Maintenance | Common | Employee: A “Chat Default” checkbox was added to the Employee

Editor and Employee grid.

Only one Employee can be the Chat Default and must be flagged to ensure chat transcripts will be

transferred to Customer Master. Note: The API will a�empt to match the LiveChat Agent to an
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exis�ng user within the Employee table via the net login, but if it cannot be matched, the Default

Chat employee will be used. If no Default Employee is set and the LiveChat Agent’s net login

cannot be found in the Employee table, the chat transcript will not be sent to CM.

Web Self-Care User Portal: If the MACC Implementa�on team has implemented/ac�vated the

LiveChat or ChatBot API for a company that u�lizes MACCs WebSelf-Care product, and the Chat

Defaults are set up in the Maintenance tables, that company can begin using LiveChat/ChatBot. 

End users connected to or registering for WebSelf-care will see a new company-designed widget

in the Web Self-Care Screens.

Companies can also create and u�lize LiveChat and/or ChatBot widgets for their company website

using their name/logo. Depending on which API(s) a company chooses to implement, end users

can chat in real-�me with CSRs (LiveChat) or chat with a bot (ChatBot.) In the examples, the end-

user is cha�ng with a bot named “MACCBot” (with the MACC logo) in the Web Self-Care portal.

Though the examples are of an end-user chat with a bot, human/CSR chats with end users will

look the same.
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Clicking the Widget will open a bot dialog box, and the end user can ask the bot ques�ons. The

user must enter their Name, Phone Number, and Email that matches their account in Customer

Master. To obtain a match on the phone number or email, the value being searched must be

marked as “Principal” for the “Primary” Contact on the account’s Account Contact Informa�on

screen. Click the “Start the chat” bu�on to begin a chat with the bot.
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The bot will ask the end user how they can help, the user can type their ques�on(s) and the bot

will answer. In this example, the user asks, “How do I update my password or email address?” The

bot responds and the user asks another ques�on. When the chat is completed the bot will

automa�cally close the chat or the window can be manually closed.
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If the user scrolls down in the bot/chat window verbiage displays le�ng the user know the bot

closed the chat. A survey is also available to fill out but is not required. The survey will be sent to

LiveChat/ChatBot administrators via email so they can review user survey responses.
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Once the chat is completed or the chat dialog box is closed, a transcript of the conversa�on will be

added as a row in the Client Rela�onship Management (CRM) screen for the iden�fied account. If

an end-user chat with a bot takes place outside of agent/CSR business hours, the agent can use

the transcript in CRM to follow up with the end-user when they are available. The “Contact By”

field is populated with the employee who chats with the end user unless the API cannot find a

match for that employee’s net login. In this case, the employee who is flagged as the “Chat

Default” in the Employee Editor will be populated in the field.
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LiveChat/ChatBot administrators will receive daily summary emails showing a chat total, visitor

sa�sfac�on, and missed opportuni�es.
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Prioritized Address Search Results with
Google API Autocomplete
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To increase the loca�on accuracy and limit the results in the Google AutoComplete drop-down an

update was made to the Google API to use the coordinates listed in the Company table to

priori�ze autocomplete address search results within 50km of the company loca�on. These

changes apply to all address search screens that include the Google suggested address drop-down

in Customer Master.

Maintenance | Common | Company: The Google Autocomplete API uses the Star�ng Posi�on

coordinates (La�tude/Longitude) in the Company Editor screen as the center of a 50km (31-mile)

radius of priori�zed results. This change will keep the addresses suggested by the Google API

within closer proximity to the company. Because the Google API suggests up to five addresses, if

the number of matching results in the priority radius is less than five, and addi�onal results

outside of the radius exist, results outside of the radius will be included in the suggested

addresses.
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Maintenance | Common | Address: When the insert bu�on is used to add an address and the

coordinates in the Company Editor are set to New York City, with a priority radius of 50km, only

New York City and Brooklyn addresses are suggested.
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Trouble Ticket Comments Copied to
Service Order

When users add Comments to a Trouble Ticket and select the “Go to Service Order” bu�on the

Comments will be copied to exis�ng and new Service Orders created from that Trouble Ticket.

This convenience eliminates the need to copy/paste Comments to the Service Order. The

Comment will indicate it was copied from the Trouble Ticket and display the Trouble Ticket

number.
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